Watchlist

For Ilnyckyj (View relevant changes | View and edit watchlist | Edit raw watchlist | Clear the watchlist)

- The Stub Contest is open through August – expand stubs and win prizes! More details. [dismiss]

You have 338 pages on your watchlist (excluding talk pages).

Pages that have been changed since you last visited them are shown with a green marker.

---

Legend (help):

N This edit created a new page
m This is a minor edit
b This edit was made by a bot
! This new page is not patrolled
D This edit was made at Wikidata
(+123) Page size change in bytes

---

25 August 2015

- (diff) . Supervolcano; 07:21 (+50) . Jo-Jo Eumerus (talk | contribs) (→VEI 8: Adding/removing wikilink(s))
- (diff) . New Horizons; 06:53 (-35) . Ashmoo (talk | contribs) (→Current status)
- (diff) . Talk:Abu Zubaydah; 06:28 (+1,012) . Cyberbot II (talk | contribs) (Notification of altered sources needing review (Peachy 2.0 (alpha 8)))
- (diff) . Abu Zubaydah; 06:28 (+76) . Cyberbot II (talk | contribs) (Rescuing 1 sources, flagging 0 as dead, and archiving 16 sources. (Peachy 2.0 (alpha 8)))
- (diff) . Rustication (academia); 05:06 (-374) . JzG (talk | contribs) (→Use in India: unsourced)
- (diff) . Talk:Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn; 04:30 (+1,040) . Cyberbot II (talk | contribs) (Notification of altered sources needing review (Peachy 2.0 (alpha 8)))
- (diff) . Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn; 04:30 (+119) . Cyberbot II (talk | contribs) (Rescuing 1 sources, flagging 0 as dead, and archiving 2 sources. (Peachy 2.0 (alpha 8)))
- (diff) . Edward Snowden; 04:04 (+1) . DrFleischman (talk | contribs) (Undid revision 677603181 by 202.177.249.152 (talk))
- (diff) . Prompt Global Strike; 01:49 (-1) . Arthur Rubin (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by 108.195.137.196 (talk) to last version by Ehn)
- (diff) . Alan Gross; 01:25 (+28,241) . Arthur Rubin (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by 108.73.115.223 (talk) to last version by 151.30.24.42)
24 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . m Frankenstein; 22:25 . . (0) . . Dawnseeker2000 (talk | contrs) (Typo fixing, typo(s) fixed: modern day → modern-day using AWB)
- (diff | hist) . . mb User talk:DMacks; 21:49 . . (-9,185) . . Lowercase sigmabot III (talk | contrs) (Archiving 3 discussion(s) to User talk:DMacks/Archive 24) (bot)
- (diff | hist) . . Wikipedia talk:Be bold; 18:50 . . (-329) . . Redrose64 (talk | contrs) (Undid revision 677690349 by 173.81.66.55 (talk) rv, off-topic - post on the talk page of whatever article this concerns)
- (diff | hist) . . Lockheed U-2; 13:19 . . (+430) . . America789 (talk | contrs) (→Skunk Works successor: sr-72)
- (diff | hist) . . List of common misconceptions; 11:45 . . (-248) . . Asher196 (talk | contrs) (Undid revision 677636756 by R.e.b. (talk)unsourced...did you even read the instructions?)
- (diff | hist) . . Talk:Lockheed U-2; 11:16 . . (+165) . . 173.62.39.116 (talk) (→U-2 is not based on the F-104)
- (diff | hist) . . Saturn V; 10:25 . . (+3) . . Rcbutcher (talk | contrs) (→Proposed successors: grammar)
- (Protection log); 08:18 . . Redrose64 (talk | contrs) protected "Isambard Kingdom Brunel" [edit=autoconfirmed] (expires 12:18, 25 August 2015 (UTC))[move=autoconfirmed] (expires 12:18, 25 August 2015 (UTC)) (Persistent vandalism: was hovering over the block button here)
- (diff | hist) . . m Trophy hunting; 03:23 . . (-315) . . ClueBot NG (talk | contrs) (Reverting possible vandalism by 110.32.135.19 to version by Dmol. Report False Positive?. Thanks, ClueBot NG. (2322814) (Bot))
- (diff | hist) . . Terra nullius; 01:56 . . (+323) . . Bromley86 (talk | contrs) (Added back Enclava's own website purely to evidence what it says it claims.)
- (diff | hist) . . Chelsea Manning; 01:37 . . (+45) . . Koavf (talk | contrs) (added Category:British prisoners and detainees using HotCat)
- (diff | hist) . . m Vulnerability of nuclear plants to attack; 01:05 . . (+4) . . CaptainCarlosdeCorona (talk | contrs) (link Orde Kittrie using Find link)

23 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . Antonov An-225 Mriya; 22:46 . . (0) . . MaxSem (talk | contrs) (mv "dream" to Ukrainian text to make it clear the origin of the name)
- (diff | hist) . . Higgs boson; 22:23 . . (-1) . . Isambard Kingdom (talk | contrs) (Sentence work.)
- (diff | hist) . . Satellite Catalog Number; 20:16 . . (-15) . . 68.54.216.63 (talk) (→External links: Remove “Link title”)
- (diff | hist) . . m Kyshtym disaster; 14:15 . . (+6) . . Kennethaw88 (talk | contrs) (fixing date parameter)
- (diff | hist) . . Talk:Cecil Kelley criticality accident; 13:15 . . (+77) . . Emily Temple-Wood (NIOSH) (talk | contrs) (tag/assess)
- (diff | hist) . . SS Great Britain; 12:45 . . (+10) . . 203.218.143.1 (talk) (→Recovery and restoration: right Getty)
22 August 2015

(diff) .. Nuclear and radiation accidents and incidents; 11:02 .. (0) .. Kolbasz (talk | contribs) (WP:CHEMNAME)
(diff) .. Fast-neutron reactor; 10:51 .. (+2) .. Kolbasz (talk | contribs) (WP:CHEMNAME)
(diff) .. Hanns Scharff; 10:08 .. (-7) .. MikoyanG21 (talk | contribs) (→Continued relevance)
(diff) .. United States military nuclear incident terminology; 09:36 .. (+259) .. 24.228.171.252 (talk) (→In popular culture)
(diff) .. Butterfly loop; 08:26 .. (+197) .. 71.30.243.35 (talk) (→Variations)

21 August 2015

(diff) .. Talk:List of common misconceptions; 23:06 .. (+951) .. Lukejodonnell (talk | contribs) (asked a question)
(diff) .. mb Ground-Based Midcourse Defense; 15:00 .. (+17) .. AnomieBOT (talk | contribs) (Dating maintenance tags: {{Who}})
(diff) .. University of British Columbia; 14:41 .. (+128) .. Alexander9595 (talk | contribs)
(diff) .. Christopher Columbus; 11:28 .. (+34) .. Brandmeister (talk | contribs) (→First voyage: wl)
(diff) .. Fossil fuel divestment; 03:27 .. (+1) .. Arthur Rubin (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by 99.109.125.16 (talk) to last version by Arthur Rubin)
(diff) .. Wikipedia:Civility; 03:27 .. (0) .. Arthur Rubin (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by 99.109.125.16 (talk) to last version by Johnuniq)
(diff) .. Utah Data Center; 01:59 .. (0) .. Stabila711 (talk | contribs) (Undid revision 677273090 by 99.109.125.16 (talk))

20 August 2015

(diff) .. Chemical oxygen generator; 21:57 .. (+91) .. Nutster (talk | contribs) (→In
commercial airliners: Added use of oxygen bottles.)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Wikipedia talk:Manual of Style/Writing about fiction; 21:07 . . (+359) . . SMcCandlish (talk | contribs) (→RfC: Are personal pronouns (including "who") to be avoided for fictional characters?: notice of proposal)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Wikipedia:Assume good faith; 20:38 . . (-157) . . Rubbish computer (talk | contribs) (Reverted to revision 676789043 by Mz7 (talk): Reverted significant edits without consensus. (TW))
- (diff 1 hist) . . Emma Goldman; 17:51 . . (-27) . . Valetude (talk | contribs) (→Legacy)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Radioactive contamination; 13:45 . . (-6) . . Klbrain (talk | contribs) (→See also)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Listed building; 09:54 . . (+4) . . Samwingkit (talk | contribs)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Kremlin Wall Necropolis; 03:07 . . (-9) . . 122.105.141.166 (talk) (→Graves of 1918–1927)

19 August 2015

- (diff 1 hist) . . m Wikipedia:The Wikipedia Library; 22:49 . . (+3,473) . . Tbhotch (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by ;aethadshgladskhg;hdfs (talk) to last version by Tbhotch)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Talk:Saturn V; 19:16 . . (+857) . . Alogrin (talk | contribs) (→Saturn V LEO lift capabilities)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Nuclear weapons and Israel; 07:45 . . (-75) . . TwoTwoHello (talk | contribs) (clean up, overlink, replaced: CN → CN (2), Israel → Israel (14), typo(s) fixed: world wide → worldwide using AWB)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Galahad; 00:32 . . (-1) . . 100.6.74.99 (talk) (→Quest for the Holy Grail)

18 August 2015

- (diff 1 hist) . . Shub-Niggurath; 23:58 . . (+1) . . 49.196.132.112 (talk) (→Stephen King: Fixed grammar) (Tags: canned edit summary, Mobile app edit, Mobile edit)
- (diff 1 hist) . . m We begin bombing in five minutes; 14:49 . . (0) . . Mop414 (talk | contribs) (Change as to at in the second sentence.)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Northrop Grumman MQ-4C Triton; 13:24 . . (0) . . Hibernian (talk | contribs) (The referenced source actually says 2018 now.)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Fluoroantimonic acid; 12:35 . . (+2) . . Parth parag mehta (talk | contribs) (New information) (Tags: Mobile edit, Mobile web edit)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Gravelines Nuclear Power Station; 12:20 . . (+3) . . 196.210.130.38 (talk) (Fixed typing mistake) (Tags: Mobile edit, Mobile web edit)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Max Q; 11:19 . . (+38) . . Dtgriscom (talk | contribs) (Wordsmithing)
- (diff 1 hist) . . Species problem; 11:08 . . (-162) . . Smintoshis84 (talk | contribs) (removed duplication)
- (diff 1 hist) . . m Nuclear power in China; 04:42 . . (-43) . . Ita140188 (talk | contribs) (removed duplicated templates)

17 August 2015

- (diff 1 hist) . . List of microorganisms tested in outer space; 20:38 . . (-18) . . BatteryIncluded (talk |
Watchlist - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

16 August 2015

(diff | hist) . m Lockheed EC-130H Compass Call; 22:09 . (-1) . Gilliam (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by 24.111.189.178 (talk) to last version by BD2412)
(diff | hist) . ExoMars; 21:20 . (+15) . BatteryIncluded (talk | contribs) (moved sentence)
(diff | hist) . List of sexually active popes; 17:00 . (-43) . Deisenbe (talk | contribs) (removed Category:Homosexuality and Catholicism using HotCat)
(diff | hist) . Sir Leonard Tilley Building; 15:21 . (-3) . Bewoue2012 (talk | contribs) (Removed 1987 as construction date. This building was erected in the early 1960s, though subsequently expanded and renovated.)
(diff | hist) . Talk:Angband (video game); 14:28 . (+218) . HunterZ (talk | contribs) (→UMoria relicensed: new section)
(diff | hist) . Luigi Galleani; 13:28 . (+3) . Solomon7968 (talk | contribs) (link)
(diff | hist) . Lockheed Martin VH-71 Kestrel; 12:09 . (+443) . Kyteto (talk | contribs) (→Options and restructuring: cite, detail)
(diff | hist) . Talk:Japan's non-nuclear weapons policy; 11:46 . (+20) . Boneyard90 (talk | contribs) (Added a task force.)
(diff | hist) . Talk:Three Non-Nuclear Principles; 11:46 . (+16) . Boneyard90 (talk | contribs) (Added a task force.)
(diff | hist) . Maidenhead Railway Bridge; 02:37 . (+43) . Alistair1978 (talk | contribs) (→Bridge widening: lk, fmt)

15 August 2015

14 August 2015

(diff | hist) . . Boeing P-8 Poseidon; 23:00 . . (-49) . . Fnlayson (talk | contribs) (→Operators: section is only for current, former and operators with aircraft on firm order per WP:AIRCRAFT-OPERATORS)
(diff | hist) . . N1 (rocket); 21:34 . . (0) . . Regulov (talk | contribs) (→Control system)
(diff | hist) . . Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer; 20:15 . . (+15) . . BatteryIncluded (talk | contribs) (→Scientific payload: unit conversion)
(diff | hist) . . Apollo Guidance Computer; 18:01 . . (+21) . . 399man (talk | contribs) ({{CPU technologies}} added, as it point to this very page (15 bits word size.))
(diff | hist) . . Interplanetary contamination; 16:34 . . (+4) . . RhinoMind (talk | contribs) (→Study and analyses from orbit)
(diff | hist) . . Talk:Interplanetary contamination; 15:26 . . (+96) . . Robertinventor (talk | contribs) (→Contamination not just biological)
(diff | hist) . . Claude Shannon; 14:53 . . (+12) . . 76.119.235.192 (talk)
(diff | hist) . . Juno (spacecraft); 13:37 . . (-37) . . BatteryIncluded (talk | contribs) (→See also: a planned mission)
(diff | hist) . . Talk:Interactive fiction; 12:23 . . (0) . . 75.108.94.227 (talk) (→Citation penny jar: m)
(diff | hist) . . Themis; 06:46 . . (+24) . . Sburke (talk | contribs) (Requesting pronunciation-- presumably Classicists' conventional pronunciation, English IPA)
(diff | hist) . . Talk:Chelsea Manning; 04:35 . . (+414) . . Edgars2007 (talk | contribs) (→Semi-protected edit request on 13 August 2015: Responded to edit request (EPH))
(diff | hist) . . mb Percival; 01:56 . . (-10) . . FrescoBot (talk | contribs) (Bot: link syntax and minor changes)
(diff | hist) . . Interactive fiction; 00:26 . . (+351) . . 75.108.94.227 (talk) (→Notable works: add Dunnet, position it at 1994 in the list, since it became widely-distributed only after inclusion within Emacs; game was originally written at MIT in 1983, inspired by Zork/Infocom folks who were also at MIT then-and-earlier)

13 August 2015

(diff | hist) . . mb Grand Tour; 23:58 . . (-19) . . FrescoBot (talk | contribs) (Bot: link syntax and minor changes)
12 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . Motoko Kusanagi; 18:17 . . (+9) . . 103.242.191.191 (talk) (→Critical reception: Added "original" to "film" to categorize this version of Motoko as opposed to the other versions of her in other movies.)
- (diff | hist) . . m Galileo Probe; 11:03 . . (+6) . . Rfassbind (talk | contribs) (→top: fixed-removed link atmospheric entry from lead, as it is already linked in 3rd paragraph. Added links in gallery-images instead.)
- (diff | hist) . . Raid (insecticide); 10:53 . . (+7) . . 108.180.141.44 (talk) (→"Raid Kills Bugs Dead" slogan)
- (diff | hist) . . m Talk:Christopher Columbus; 10:11 . . (-13) . . Vsmith (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by 64.251.100.228 (talk) to last version by Paine Ellsworth)
- (diff | hist) . . m Loch Ness Monster; 04:59 . . (+9) . . Gaius Cornelius (talk | contribs) (Apply Template:Convert and tidy using AWB)
- (diff | hist) . . m Parsifal; 00:11 . . (-167) . . FrescoBot (talk | contribs) (Bot: link syntax and minor changes)

11 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . ValuJet Flight 592; 20:25 . . (0) . . 72.92.76.77 (talk)
- (diff | hist) . . m Talk:Halting problem; 20:14 . . (-7,590) . . Lowercase sigmabot III (talk | contribs) (Archiving 2 discussion(s) to Talk:Halting problem/Archive 5) (bot)
- (diff | hist) . . Talk:New Horizons; 20:05 . . (+183) . . BatteryIncluded (talk | contribs) (→where are the close-up flyby photos?)
- (diff | hist) . . m Fisher King; 15:44 . . (+3) . . Eric (talk | contribs) (→Fisher King Injury: vocab)
- (diff | hist) . . Welthauptstadt Germania; 13:49 . . (-2) . . GusF (talk | contribs) (→In popular culture)
- (diff | hist) . . m Boeing E-4; 10:07 . . (+31) . . BD2412 (talk | contribs) (→September 11, 2001: Fixing links to disambiguation pages, replaced: World Trade Center → World Trade Center using AWB)
- (diff | hist) . . m Abu Ahmed al-Kuwaiti; 09:37 . . (+31) . . BD2412 (talk | contribs) (→2000s: Fixing links to disambiguation pages, replaced: World Trade Center → World Trade Center using AWB)
- (diff | hist) . . m Teixobactin; 03:24 . . (-5) . . Andrew1718 (talk | contribs) (→Induction of resistance)
- (diff | hist) . . Talk:Fossil fuel divestment; 00:47 . . (-103) . . CorporateM (talk | contribs) (→top)
10 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . m Reptilians; 20:08 . . (-41) . . General Ization (talk | contribs) (Reverted edits by 73.225.40.30 (talk) to last version by Mattythewhite)
- (diff | hist) . . Northrop Grumman E-8 Joint STARS; 10:44 . . (+669) . . America789 (talk | contribs) (→Future: bidders)
- (diff | hist) . . mb BOMARC Missile Accident Site; 10:14 . . (+1) . . BattyBot (talk | contribs) (→1960 Fort Dix IM-99 accident: fixed CS1 errors: dates to meet MOS:DATEFORMAT (also General fixes) using AWB (11363))
- (diff | hist) . . Walter Savage Landor; 04:51 . . (-34) . . Ser Amantio di Nicolao (talk | contribs) (Future: bidders)

9 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . m Sir William Robertson, 1st Baronet; 20:28 . . (+34) . . Niceguyedc (talk | contribs) (WP:Cleaner v1.36 - Repaired 2 links to disambiguation pages - (You can help) - Persian, Punjabi)
- (diff | hist) . . m Ursula Franklin; 13:07 . . (+4) . . Edward (talk | contribs) (link social justice using Find link)
- (diff | hist) . . mb Halting problem; 10:52 . . (-7) . . BattyBot (talk | contribs) (fixed citation template(s) to remove page from Category:CS1 maint: Extra text & general fixes, replaced: {{cite book | authorlink = Michael Sipser | last = Sipser | first = Michael | year = 2006 using AWB (11334))}
- (diff | hist) . . Low-background steel; 08:23 . . (-1) . . Swpb (talk | contribs) (→Necessity) (Tags: Mobile app edit, Mobile edit)
- (diff | hist) . . m Santa Susana Field Laboratory; 01:12 . . (-2) . . DocWatson42 (talk | contribs) (Deleted a comma.)

8 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . Talk:Supervolcano; 10:16 . . (+175) . . The Geologist (talk | contribs) (→VEI 9)
- (diff | hist) . . m Gorch Fock (1958); 06:09 . . (+14) . . Davidships (talk | contribs) (→The ship: wikilink)
- (diff | hist) . . mb Super-resolution microscopy; 01:47 . . (-3) . . Yobot (talk | contribs) (WP:CHECKWIKI error fixes using AWB (11357))

7 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . m Clifton Suspension Bridge; 11:07 . . (0) . . Chris the speller (talk | contribs) (→Plans: replaced: single span bridge → single-span bridge using AWB)

6 August 2015
5 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . m Angband (video game); 16:42 . . (+21) . . Profesjonalizm (talk | contribs) (→Gameplay: style fix)
- (diff | hist) . . m Mayak; 14:54 . . (+1) . . Shawn81 (talk | contribs) (→Other accidents: Changed "two legs" to "both legs" (humans only have two legs))

4 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . American death triangle; 23:11 . . (-9) . . BattyBot (talk | contribs) (fixed citation template(s) to remove page from Category:CS1 maint: Extra text & general fixes using AWB (11334))
- (diff | hist) . . Big-game hunting; 00:03 . . (+23) . . Mooreofmattie (talk | contribs) (→North America: added content) (Tags: Mobile edit, Mobile web edit)

3 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . Talk:Bill McKibben; 17:23 . . (+1,115) . . FormerIAS (talk | contribs) (→McKibben and Science: new section)
- (diff | hist) . . Helium flash; 06:06 . . (+225) . . Jmencisom (talk | contribs) (→Red giants)

2 August 2015

- (diff | hist) . . Kelvin–Helmholtz mechanism; 17:49 . . (-1) . . 81.82.76.15 (talk) (radiated energy is positive)
- (diff | hist) . . Talk:BOMARC Missile Accident Site; 11:55 . . (+42) . . Sturmvogel 66 (talk | contribs)
(diff l hist) . . 1968 Thule Air Base B-52 crash; 07:18 . . (+49) . . 49.195.19.187 (talk)
(→"Thulegate" political scandal)

1 August 2015

( diff l hist) . . Flame (malware); 21:37 . . (+44) . . 173.79.64.137 (talk)
( diff l hist) . . Banquet of Chestnuts; 21:15 . . (+34) . . Hugo999 (talk l contribs) (added
category:16th century in Rome using HotCat)
( diff l hist) . . Bill McKibben; 21:07 . . (+4) . . DuncanHill (talk l contribs) (David Beerling)
( diff l hist) . . Great Western Railway; 15:49 . . (+25) . . Marek69 (talk l contribs) (Typo fixing,
general fixes and clean up, typo(s) fixed: For example → For example, using AWB)
( diff l hist) . . Talk:Parsifal; 03:32 . . (-527) . . Voceditenore (talk l contribs) (→Wagner and the
Nazis: remove inappropriate, off-topic, and racist comment)

31 July 2015

( diff l hist) . . Wadham College, Oxford; 20:52 . . (-8) . . 86.135.103.227 (talk)
( diff l hist) . . Samantha Cristoforetti; 13:33 . . (+22) . . Laurentius (talk l contribs) (Tag:
VisualEditor)
( diff l hist) . . m STS-107; 09:47 . . (-36) . . ClueBot NG (talk l contribs) (Reverting possible
vandalism by 93.107.146.134 to version by 109.246.120.61. False positive? Report it. Thanks,
ClueBot NG. (2304305) (Bot))
( diff l hist) . . m Sex, Pies and Idiot Scrapes; 05:31 . . (+48) . . Armbrust (talk l contribs) (fix link(s)
after page move using AWB)
( diff l hist) . . m Mars sample return mission; 01:50 . . (+15) . . AnomieBOT (talk l contribs)
(Dating maintenance tags: {{Citation needed}})

30 July 2015

(Protection log); 23:56 . . Ceradon (talk l contribs) removed protection from "Edward Snowden"
/removing protection; dispute should be over
( diff l hist) . . m People's Climate March; 18:13 . . (-21) . . Arthur Rubin (talk l contribs) (Reverted
edits by 107.92.122.178 (talk) to last version by NeilN)
( diff l hist) . . m Passive-aggressive behavior; 11:48 . . (+6) . . MusikAnimal (talk l contribs)
(Reverted edits by 67.65.253.34 (talk): Editing tests (HG))
(Protection log); 01:16 . . Slakr (talk l contribs) protected "Edward Snowden" [edit=sysop] (expires
05:16, 6 August 2015 (UTC)][move=sysop] (expires 05:16, 6 August 2015 (UTC)) (Edit warring /
content dispute)

27 July 2015

( diff l hist) . . m Srđa Popović (activist); 19:15 . . (+2) . . BG19bot (talk l contribs)
(WP:CHECKWIKI error fix for #61. Punctuation goes before References. Do general fixes if a
problem exists. - using AWB)
( diff l hist) . . Talk:Stanislav Petrov; 17:12 . . (-4) . . Gamebuster19901 (talk l contribs)